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"We believe that the pace of monetary policy tightening will remain slow
and that U.S. interest rates are likely to remain low in this protracted
recovery." -Fischer Francis Trees & Watts, Inc.
Expectations for monetary tightening have returned
Global ﬁxed income markets recovered from Brexit related market turbulence throughout the
summer months. Global government yields remained low despite a broad based recovery in
risky assets. Market focus turned from Brexit to global monetary policy as markets began to
assess the limitations of central bank stimulus efforts going forward.
U.S. markets slowly rebounded in the months following the referendum. Expectations for a
potential tightening of U.S. monetary policy returned after a strong June employment report.
Divisions among policymakers emerged at the September Federal Open Market Committee
(FOMC) meeting, with three voters calling for a tightening of monetary policy. Markets are
currently forecasting a 60% probability of a 25 basis-point increase in the target rate at the
December FOMC meeting. Economic data was mixed throughout the quarter, with stronger labor
sector data but weaker manufacturing data. U.S. 10 year notes ended the third quarter at 1.60%,
a modest increase from the lows reached in late June.
Against this backdrop, the Harbor Money Market Fund returned 0.10% for the third quarter of
2016. The return matched the 0.10% return of its benchmark, the BofA Merrill Lynch U.S. 3Month Treasury Bill Index after fees. Portfolio returns beneﬁtted from excess yield associated
with agency discount notes. Duration and yield-curve positioning modestly contributed to
performance.
Comments by Fischer Francis Trees & Watts were made in an October, 2016, report. Highlights
adapted from the report appear below. All comments relate to the quarter ended September 30,
2016, unless otherwise indicated. All references to the year-to-date are for the period January 1
through September 30, 2016.

HIGHLIGHTS
Monetary Policy
Expectations for additional Fed tightening in the 2016 calendar year increased in the third
quarter as economic data improved and global market turbulence subsided. The Fed is likely to
proceed slowly in removing policy accommodation, with the next move expected in December
2016. The risk of a need to reverse course and increase stimulus remains elevated given the
anemic recovery. Swings in investor sentiment continue to impact markets, and we would not be
surprised if another event derails Fed tightening discussions in the coming quarter.
Inﬂation Expectations
Our expectations for U.S. inﬂation were unchanged during the quarter. We continue to expect a
modest drift toward the 2% target over a protracted period of time. The view depends largely on
the emergence of wage pressures from a continually tightening labor sector.
A More Pessimistic Economic Outlook
We became more pessimistic, on the margin, during the current quarter in response to softer
economic data and elevated populist political risk around the globe. A signiﬁcant improvement
in economic data would be required to reverse this shift in sentiment. The global economic
environment has become increasingly unsettled, limiting the ability of the U.S. economy to
successfully decouple and return to a self-sustaining growth path. We recognize that neutral
policy rates are likely much lower than in the past, and that U.S. trend growth has probably
declined to 1.8%. In our view, while the economy may well exceed trend growth in the coming
year, a return to 3% growth rates in the near term is unlikely.
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Total Returns
As of 09/30/2016
Harbor Money Market Fund - INST
BofA Merrill Lynch US 3-Month Treasury Bill Index

Three
Months

One
Year

0.10%
0.10%

0.28%
0.27%

Three
Years

0.14%
0.11%

Five
Years

0.12%
0.10%

Ten
Years

0.98%
0.92%

Expense Ratios
Net

Gross

0.28%

0.34%

Current 7-Day Subsidized SEC Yield – INST Class: 0.39%. Average annualized income dividend over the last 7 days. Reﬂects
reimbursements or waivers of fees currently in effect.
Current 7-Day Unsubsidized SEC Yield – INST Class: -0.19%. Average annualized income dividend over the last 7 days. Does not
reﬂect reimbursements or waivers of fees currently in effect.
Current yield is annualized and excludes gains and losses as deﬁned by the Securities and Exchange Commission. The current
yield more closely reﬂects the current earnings of the Harbor Money Market Fund than the total return.
Sectors: As of 09/30/2016, the Harbor Money Market Fund had invested the following percentages of its assets in the sectors
listed: Government Agency Debt, 85.14%; Treasury Debt, 14.95%; Repurchase Agreements, 0.11%;
Performance data shown represents past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. Current performance may be
higher or lower than the past performance data shown. Investment returns and the value of an investment will ﬂuctuate, and an
investor's shares, when sold, may be worth more or less than their original cost. You can obtain performance data current to
the most recent month-end (available within seven business days after the most recent month-end) by calling 800-422-1050 or
visiting harborfunds.com.
The Harbor fund's performance shown assumes the reinvestment of dividend and capital gain distributions and is net of
management fees and expenses. Returns for periods less than one year are not annualized. From time to time, certain fees
and/or expenses have been voluntarily or contractually waived or reimbursed, which has resulted in higher returns. Without
these waivers or reimbursements, the returns would have been lower. Voluntary waivers or reimbursements may be applied or
discontinued at any time without notice. Only the Board of Trustees may modify or terminate contractual fee waivers or expense
reimbursements. The Harbor funds are no-load; other fees and expenses apply to a continued investment in the funds and are
described in each fund's current prospectus.
Please keep in mind that high returns achieved during certain periods are unusual and an investor should not expect such
performance to be sustained.
Performance ﬁgures discussed in any of the Manager Commentaries reﬂect that of the Institutional Class shares.
This information should not be considered as a recommendation to purchase or sell a particular security. The holdings or sectors
mentioned may change at any time and may not represent current or future investments.
About Expense Ratios: All mutual funds have expense ratios which represent what shareholders pay for operating expenses
and management fees. Expense ratios are expressed as an annualized percentage of a fund's average net assets paid out in
expenses. Net expense ratios reﬂect adjustments due to voluntary or contractual fee waivers or expense reimbursements.
Expense ratio information is as of the Fund's current prospectus, as revised and supplemented from time to time. The net expense
ratios for this fund reﬂect a contractual management fee waiver and are contractually capped, excluding interest expense (if
any), through 02/28/2017.
The BofA Merrill Lynch US 3-Month Treasury Bill Index is comprised of a single U.S. Treasury Bill issue purchased at the
beginning of each month and held for a full month, at which time that issue is sold and rolled into a newly selected issue. The
issue selected each month is that having a maturity date closest to, but not beyond 90 days from the rebalance date.
You could lose money by investing in the Harbor Money Market Fund. Although the Fund seeks to preserve the value of your
investment at $1.00 per share, it cannot guarantee it will do so. An investment in the Fund is not insured or guaranteed by the
FDIC or any other government agency. The Fund’s sponsor has no legal obligation to provide ﬁnancial support to the Fund and
you should not expect the sponsor to provide ﬁnancial support to the Fund at any time.
The views expressed herein are those of the subadviser, Fischer Francis Trees & Watts, Inc., at the time of the interview and may
not be reﬂective of their current opinions or future actions. These views are not necessarily those of Harbor Funds and should not
be construed as such.
Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of a Harbor fund before investing.
To obtain a summary prospectus or prospectus for this and other information, visit harborfunds.com or call 800-422-1050. Read it
carefully before investing.
Harbor Funds is distributed by Harbor Funds Distributors, Inc.
HARBOR FUNDS and the Lighthouse Design are Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off.
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